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HistoricalHistorical BackgroundBackground

Following the Liberation of Normandy in  the summer of 1944, the Allies were approaching the borders of the Third Reich. Supply lines were 
overstretched, and the strategical initiative slowly passed to the Germans. Following the unsuccessful Operation Market Garden the Germans had the 
initiative. Hitler ordered to make secret preparations for Unternehmen Wacht am Rhein or Operation Watch on the Rhine .

Allied intelligence failed to get information about the planned operation, and the Assault successfully started on December 16 th,1944. Can you, 
commander, change the course of the war on  the Western Front, or you will again stop the German assault?
Take command of your army, and fight!

The ScenariosThe Scenarios

The scenarios are mainly official ones, one of them is revised. The Campaign is 4 scenarios long.

ReservesReserves

Reserve Rules apply for each scenario of the campaign. 

Special Reserve RollsSpecial Reserve Rolls

A star + star is equal:

• For the German Player:
Free Elite units!(except snipers)

For the Allied Player:
Free Elite units!(except snipers)



A star + flag is equal:

• For the German Player:
Move one of your units two hexes forward at no reserve cost.

1. For the Allied Player:
You may put two barbed wire obstacles
near one of you units at no reserve cost.

Optional Campaign RulesOptional Campaign Rules

If both commanders agree, these optional rules could be used too:
For the German Player:
 King Tigers and other heavy German tanks were used in the Operation. Both Allied infantrymen and tank crews feared Heavy German 
Panzers.
When an Elite Armor attacks an Allied Tank, treat star rolls as hits.

For the Allied Player:
Allied infantry and Artillery were dug in to face Panzer divisions.
With the Dig-in card the Allied player may dig in 5 infantry units instead of 4. As an addition, artilleries may dig in too.

Campaign RulesCampaign Rules

Bad WeatherBad Weather

The Air Power Card is used as an Artillery Bombard Card.

The Element of  SurpriseThe Element of  Surprise

The Allies lose 1 card during the first scenario.



Optional Rule: “What if?” events:Optional Rule: “What if?” events:

This optional rule adds historical elements to your Campaign . If both players agree, roll 
1 die each before each campaign and read off the results as per the following list: 

Allies:Allies:

Infantry:

Americans dig-in in anticipation of a German Assault.

+1 Sandbag on the first scenario.

Armor:

Patton takes command of all American armor in the Ardennes.
New tactics for armor units:
One armor next to another one, gives them both 1 flag ignore.

Grenade:

Eisenhower captured by Skorzeny's commandos, shock for all American troops.
-1 card for the first 3 scenarios.

Flag:

The Soviets launch their offensive in Hungary,
so immediate reinforcements are dispatched to the East.
-1 Reserve Token for the Germans.

Star:
Initiative.
Germans fail to achieve surprise.
The Americans start the first scenario.



Axis:Axis:

Infantry:

Your troops successfully link up with von Heydte's Fallschirmjagers:
You get a free elite infantry unit for the campaign.

Armor:

Tigers' armor is updated: they hold every inch of land.
All Elite German Panzers may ignore 1 flag.

Grenade:

The Soviets launch their offensive in Hungary,
so immediate reinforcements are dispatched to the East.
-1 Reserve Token for the Germans.

Flag:

The British initiate Operation Nemesis: the amphibious assault on Norway.
Americans send support.
-1 Reserve Token for the Allies.

Star:

Lack of Initiative.
Germans fail to achieve surprise.
Americans start the first scenario.



The Fuhrer ordered a full-scale assault on the American forces in the Ardennes sector on the Western 
Front. This front line  is held only by some tired troops, and the breakthrough shouldn't be a problem 
for forces of the Wehrmacht and SS. To ensure our offensive's mobility, we will use   'Blitzkrieg' 
tactics, as we used them in 1940 against France, except there will be no air support for neither sides, 
due to weather condition. Heavy Panzer support, in form of our new Panzerkampfwagen VI B 
Konigstiger and Panzerkampfwagen V Panther will be available for the offensive. High mobility 
Panzergrenadiers will form the infantry of this breakthrough force. The offensive's target is the port 
of Antwerp. With it's capture, we will surely deny it's use for the Allies, and the British and American 
forces will be splitted. This is the Fuhrer's plan; do not fail him. These forces form the last reserves 
for the Reich. Let us swallow the Americans! To Antwerp! 

- Generalfeldmarschall Otto Moritz Walter Model, Commander of OB West

Objectives 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Points -1 0 1 1 2 2 3
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After we have crushed all Kraut opposition in Normandy, our forces were quckly advancing towards the 
borders of Nazi Germany. Our men are in position to launch their advance to the Rhine in next year's January, 
but until then our men must take a rest, and prepare for the assault on the Siegfried Line.
We suspect, that the Germans will not attack; who would even think about such foolishness!?
They're poised to defend their precious Fatherland, not to wreak havoc on our troops!
However, no one knows...so I'll send you reinforcements, and if the Germans won't attack(which is much more 
realistic) then use those reserves to break the Siegfired Line.
But be on your guard...

-Lt. General Omar Bradley, 12th US  Army Group  

Objectives 0 1

Points -1 1
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German victories:German victories:
-Twin Villages:-Twin Villages:
Well done, Herr Commandant! You successfully breached the American Lines! They're falling back in panic!
 
You roll +1 die on your next victory event roll!

-Longvilly Trap:-Longvilly Trap:
The American breakthrough was stopped! Well done! HQ will send you more reinforcements,if you keep up!

-Relief of 'Peiper':-Relief of 'Peiper':
Now, that Kampfgruppe Peiper was saved, you have much more Panzers at your disposal!

On your next Reserve Roll, you may replace one of your symbols with a tank! You may call it on the battlefield as an Elite Tank unit!

-Bastogne:-Bastogne:
Excellent! The Americans were defeated; although they have held their positions well, they were shattered by your aggressive assault! Well Done! You are promoted to Field 
Marshall!

-Saint-Vith:-Saint-Vith:
Although you were unable to break through entirely, you were able to capture an important American outpost! Well Done!

Roll +1 die on your next Victory Event Roll.

-Bastogne Corridor West:-Bastogne Corridor West:
At the last gasp you were able to encircle Bastogne. Good work! As a result, you will be awarded the Knight's Cross with Oak Leaves and Swords!

-Relief of Bastogne:-Relief of Bastogne:
The Americans were able to relieve Bastogne, but they have got so many casualties! Now it's time to counter-attack!
Special:If you capture 2 or more hexes of Bastogne, then end campaign immediately!

-Bastogne Corridor East:-Bastogne Corridor East:
You defeated the Americans here; only here. You have to return to Berlin at once!
You are relieved of command!



American Victories:American Victories:
-Twin Villages:-Twin Villages:
What has happened?! The Krauts attacking? No, it can't be!
German right flank is unsecured, because you've stopped the assault!

+1 Victory Event die.

-Saint-Vith:-Saint-Vith:
Excellent! We stopped the Krauts' attack. Now they can't advance further! But now, you must save the 101st Airborne; they're trapped in Bastogne!

-Relief of Bastogne:-Relief of Bastogne:
Now that the weather cleared up, we can use Air Support! It looks like, we have stabilized the situation...

You get a free Air Power/Air Sortie token. For the rest of the Campaign, the Bad Weather Effect is erased.

-Bastogne Corridor East:-Bastogne Corridor East:
The Germans are defeated! They may never try again to move so swiftly, thanks to your efforts!
You are promoted!

-Bastogne Corridor West:-Bastogne Corridor West:
Germans are stopped here; Bastogne will not suffer anymore; thanks to your actions!
You will be awarded the Medal of Honor!

-Longvilly Trap:-Longvilly Trap:
Guys from Team Cherry were able to reinforce Bastogne! Now we will have much more time to prepare for counter-attack near Bastogne!

You receive a free armored reserve unit on your next battle!

-Relief of  'Peiper':-Relief of  'Peiper':
Peiper's tanks won't be saved, thanks to your outstanding efforts!

-Bastogne:-Bastogne:
The defenders of Bastogne resisted fiercely: the Gemans were unable to capture the city. However, you lost too many battles, so you are sent back in 
the States. The War for You is over!


